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SUMMARY
The problem of obtaining an optimal control law, which is constrained to
be a feedback of the available measurements, is considered for both continuous
and discrete-time linear systems subjected to additive white process noise and
measurement noise. Necessary conditions are obtained for minimizing a quadra-
tic performance function for both finite and infinite terminal time cases. The
feedback gain matrices are constrained to be constant for the infinite terminal
time cases. For all the cases considered, algorithms are derived for generat-
ing sequences of feedback gain matrices which successively improve the perform-
ance function. A numerical example is given for the purpose of demonstration.
INTRODUCTION
Control system design for processes which suffer from process and measure-
ment noise is an important problem. If the process dynamics are linear, and if
the process noise and the measurement noise are Gaussian and white, it is well
known that the control law which minimizes a quadratic performance function is
a linear function of the optimal estimate of the state. Thus, the application
of this control law necessitates the use of an online state estimator. This
design approach may not be attractive from a practical viewpoint because of the
high cost of the additional equipment required. In addition, there exists a
dangerous possibility of divergence of the state estimator when the noise input
matrix, and/or the means of the forcing and measurement noise processes are not
known accurately.
For this reason, the design of a satisfactory controller, which needs the
feedback only of the available plant measurements, is a problem of immense
practical importance. There have been numerous recent attempts in this area.
These have proceeded mainly in two directions: pole shifting techniques using
output feedback; and minimization of a quadratic performance function using
output feedback. The former procedure is necessarily confined to deterministic
systems, while the latter procedure is also useful for the practically impor-
tant stochastic case, in the sense that the apriori knowledge of the noise
statistics can be used to advantage. This paper considers the latter approach.
The noise-free version of the linear quadratic optimal output feedback
control problem was considered in references (1) through (4). The basic philo-
sophy was to minimize the performance degradation caused by the constraint on
the control law. The constrained optimal control law depends on the initial
state; therefore, the approach was to minimize the value of the performance
function averaged over the initial state (with apriori known statistics),
(references (3) and (4)); or to minimize the "worst" value of the performance
function, when the initial state is known to lie within a hyperellipsoid in the
state space (ref. (2)); or to minimize the maximum ratio of suboptimal and op-
timal values of the performance functions (ref. (1)). In all these cases, the
problem was finally reduced to a complex nonlinear optimization problem.
In references (3) and (4), the noise-free case was considered, and the
algebraic necessary conditions were derived. In addition, design of optimal
dynamic compensators of a prespecified order was also discussed in reference
(4). In reference (5), Axs ter considered the stochastic problem, with white
process noise, but no measurement noise, and derived the necessary conditions
for optimality. McLane (ref. (6)), considered the above problem, with state
and control dependent forcing noise, but no measurement noise. All the efforts
described above considered only continuous time systems. In addition, measure-
ment noise was assumed to be absent. In practice, however, measurement noise
is almost always present; therefore, it is important to consider the degrading
effect of the direct transmittal of measurement noise through output feedback.
In reference (7), the discrete-time, finite terminal time problem was considered
and necessary conditions were obtained using dynamic programing. However, the
infinite terminal time problem was not considered, and a minimizing algorithm
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was not developed.
The purpose of this paper is to consider both continuous-time and discrete-
time linear systems which are subjected to both forcing and measurement noise.
The necessary conditions for optimality are derived for continuous-time systems
in the first part, using the matrix minimum principle (ref. (8)). Both finite
and infinite terminal time cases are considered, the control law for the latter
case being constrained to be a constant feedback of the noisy measurements.
Algorithms are derived to give sequences of successively better control gains,
for both finite and infinite terminal time cases. The discrete-time case is next
considered. The necessary conditions are derived, using the discrete matrix
minimum principle, for both finite and infinite termianl time cases. For the
finite terminal time case, it is shown that the necessary conditions coincide
with those derived in reference (7) using dynamic programing, while for the in-
finite terminal time case, the feedback gains are constrained to be constant.
Algorithms are developed for all cases to generate sequences of feedback gains
which successively improve the performance function. A continuous-time numeri-
cal example is give for the purpose of demonstration.
SYMBOLS
A n x n system matrix
B n x m input matrix
C k x n output matrix
E expected value operator
G m x a feedback matrix




J,J performance functions for the finite and infinite
terminal-time cases
K n x n costate matrix
n x n Lagrange multiplier matrix
N terminal time for the discrete case
p n x n Riccati-type matrix
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Q n x n weighting matrix for the state vector
R m x m weighting matrix for the input vector





V n x n forcing noise covariance matrix
v n-vector forcing noise
W k x P measurement noise covariance matrix
w R£-vector measurement noise
x n-dimensional state vector
y R-dimensional output vector
6(t) Dirac delta function
6(k) Kronecker delta function
E n x n state covariance matrix
steady-state value of E
The superscript "T" denotes the transpose of a matrix, and "-1" denotes the
inverse.
CONTINUOUS-TIME SYSTEMS
Finite Terminal Time Case
The system is given by
dx(t) = A(t)x(t) + B(t)u(t) + v(t) (1)dt
y(t)= C(t)x(t) + w(t) (2)
where A(t), B(t), C(t) are n x n, n x m, and t x n matrices and x(t), u(t), and
y(t) are respectively n x 1, m x 1, and £ x 1 state vector, input vector, and
output vector. v(t) and w(t) are white noise processes, with zero means, and
E[v(t)v T()] = V(t)6(t-T) (3)
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E[w(t) (T)] = W(t)6(t-r) (4)
where V(t) > 0, W(t) > 0 are n x n and t x 9 matrices, and 6(°) is the Dirac
delta function. Also,
E[v(t)w (T)] = 0 (5)
The initial state covariance matrix is assumed to be known:
E[x(o)x T(o)] = (o) = E
o
Consider the problem of minimizing the functional
l[E x (t)S(t )] + Etf [(t(t)Qt)x(t) + uT(t)R(t)u(t) (6)
where Q(t) > 0, R(t) > 0, S > 0 are n x n, m x m, and n x n matrices. Suppose
the control law is restricted to be a feedback of the output.
u(t) = G(t)y(t)
= G(t)C(t)x(t) + G(t)w(t) (7)
where G(t) is the m x t output feedback matrix.
This formulation allows for direct transmittal of white noise into the
system via feedback. It is clearly seen that the term E[u T(t)R(t)u(t)] is
infinite, since E[w(t)w (T)] = W(t)6(t-T). This can be avoided by including
only that part of the control energy which does not contain white noise. Thus
the following modified performance function is considered:
J E[x (tf )sx(t )
1 T T
+ E x (t)Q(t)x(t) + (G(t)C(t)x(t)) R(t)(G(t)C(t)x(t)) dt (8)
The measurement noise is not directly included in the performance function,
but the degrading effect because of its feedback is indeed taken into account
via the state covariance evolution equation. Thus, since the state covariance
matrix depends on the product of the feedback gain matrix and the measurement
noise, the measurement noise-dependent part of the input signal will be aut'o-
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matically penalized in proportion to its covariance matrix W, as will be seen
later. This formulation thus provides a design technique in which the knowledge
of the noise statistics can be used to advantage.
The evolution of the covariance matrix of the state x(t) can be easily de-
rived as
dE(t) = (A + BGC)E + E(A + BGC)T + BGWGTBT + V (9)
dt
where E(t) = E[x(t)xT(t)], E(o) = E and the symbol *(t) is dropped for con-
venience.
The performance function of equation (8) can also be written as
J = Tr(SE(tf)]
+ tf Tr[(Q + CTT (
S Tr[(Q + CG RGC)E] dt (10)
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It is required to minimize the J in (10) with respet to G subject to the
constraint (9).
It is now possible to apply the matrix minimum principle (ref. (8)).
Define the Hamiltonian
= ITrQ cT T c)]H(E,G,K) = Q + GC)E
+ Tr [{(A + BGC)E + E(A + BGC)T
+ BGWGTBT + V K ]  (11)
where K(t) is an n x n matrix of costate variables. The initial state co-
variance E(0) = EO, and the matrices V(t) and W(t) are assumed to be known
apriori. Using the matrix minimum principle, and the gradient matrices de-
rived in reference (8), the necessary conditions for optimality can be derived
as
RGCZC + BTpZC + BTPBGW = 0 (12)
S=(A + BGC)TP + P(A + BGC) + (Q + CTG RGC) (13)
6
dE (A + BGC). + Z(A + BGC)T + BGWG B V (14)
E(0) = Z0 (15)
P(tf) = S (16)
In these equations, P(t) = 2K(t), and the symmetry of P(t) and K(t) is obtained
during the derivation because of the symmetry of the right-hand side of (13),
and because S = ST. Equations (12) to (16) describe a nonlinear two-point
boundary value problem. For a given G(t), equations (13) and (14) are linear
in P and E, while for given P and ., equation (12) is linear in.G. It is inter-
esting to note that, although the measurement noise-dependent portion of the
control signal was not weighted in the performance function, the measurement
covariance matrix W does tend to reduce the feedback gain G in equation (12),
as expected. For the case with perfect measurements (W = 0), the necessary
conditions reduce to those of Axskter (ref. (5)), while for the noise-free case
(V = 0, W = 0), the necessary conditions reduce to those due to Levine, Johnson,
and Athans (ref. (4)).
Infinite Duration Case
The necessary conditions obtained above require the solution of a complex,
two-point boundary value problem, and the feedback gain G(t) obtained is time-
varying. A natural extension of this problem is the constant-coefficient,
infinite terminal time case, with G constrained to be a time-invariant matrix.
Under these circumstances, with A, B, C, V, W constant, for a stabilizing out-
put feedback gain matrix G, it is well known that the covariance matrix Z(t)
tends to a constant matrix > 0 as t -+ . In the treatment below, it is as-
sumed that, for the V, G, W, and the dynamics under consideration, I exists and
is a positive definite matrix. This would indeed be true if (V + BGWGT B T ) is
positive definite.
In this case, if the terminal time tf -*, the performance function of (10)
will be infinite, since the integrand tends to a constant value. Therefore, it
is meaningful to minimize the "cost rate":
= lim f Tr(Q + G RGC)E dt (17)
t - o
or J Tr (Q + CT GTRGC) (18)
where 2 is the steady state (positive definite by assumption) solution of the
covariance equation (9). Thus, the problem reduces to a static optimization
problem. Defining the Lagrangian
( Tr ,G,K) Q + C GTRGC)
+ Tr [(A + BGC)E + !(A + BGC)T
+ BGWG TBT + V}RT] (19)
where K is a n x n constant matrix of Lagrange multipliers, the necessary con-
ditions for a minimum are
= 0, = o, - o (20)
which finally reduce to the steady-state forms of equations (12), (13), and (14),
with E replaced by 1, and P = 2K = P . Thus the necessary conditions for the
infinite terminal time problem, with control gains constrained to be constant,
are simultaneous nonlinear matrix algebraic equations. It should be noted that
the noise-free case is not a simple extension of these results since, in that
case, 0= for a stable G.
A Numerical Algorithm
Considering first the finite terminal time case, let G O(t) and Gl(t) be two
feedback gains, such that
d = (A + BGC)(A GC)BGi + C)i( + BGiGiT) + iV (21)
i = 0, 1
t = - (A + BGOC)PO + p0(A + BGOC) + Q + CTGOTRGC0  (22)
After a lengthy algebraic manipulation as outlined in Appendix A, it can
be proved that
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J(G) - J(G1) =
Tr RGOCECT + BTpOlCT + BTpOBGw TR-1
RGOCE~lCT + BT PO ICT + BTPOBGOW}
- GRGClCT + BPOCT + BTPOBG TpOBG dR-
RG CE l + BTPOl + B POBGlW (CC1 T
+ Tr [(Go - GlTBTPOB(G- GI ) W dt (23)
Thus, if G1 is chosen to satisfy
RGICE1CT + BTpOICT + BTpOBGlW = 0 (24)
we have
J(GO ) - J(G ) > 0 (25)
Thus, a minimizing algorithm is
(a) choose an initial G0 (t)
(b) obtain P0 (t) using (22)
(c) solve (24) and (21) simultaneously for E1 and G1
(d) go to (b) after increasing the superscript by unity
Thus, a successive reduction in J is obtained. In the proof of the algo-
rithm, it has been assumed that Z(t) > 0. This will be true if E(0) > 0;
however, it is not necessary that E(0) be positive definite for E(t) to be
positive definite.
For the infinite terminal time case, after a similar manipulation (given
in the Appendix A), it can be shown that equation (23) holds with the integral
signs removed and El replacing E1 . Therefore, the algorithm given in steps
(a) - (d) will still hold, with equations (21) and (22) replaced by their
steady-state versions, if each G is stable, I > 0 at each stage.
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REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE
ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR A NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
The following continuous-time system is considered for the purpose of
demonstration of the technique developed:
Yl 0 w
x3 L
with 0 0 w
V= 0 0.01 
0 0 0 0.0
0 0.01
The performance function to be minimized was that in equation (17), with
The algorithm developed in the text was used. At each iteration, the simultan-
eous nonlinear equations in 2 and G (equation (12) and the steady-state version





The choice was arbitrary, the only restriction being the stability of the matrix
(A + BGoC).
The program converged after five iterations, to:
-6.879 E-01 -5.196 E-01
G =
-9.861 E-01 -3.993 E-01
At each iteration, it was verified that (A + BGC) was stable. Positive
definiteness of I followed because of the positive definiteness of V. The value
of the performance function for the initial G was 3.466, which was reduced to
0.3443 at the final iteration.
DISCRETE-TIME SYSTEMS
Finite Terminal Time Case
Consider the discrete-time system
x(k+l) = A(k)x(k) + B(k)u(k) + v(k) (26)
y(k) = C(k)x(k) + w(k) (27)
Notations and dimensions are the same as in the continuous case. v(k) and w(k)
are zero mean, white noise processes, with
E[v(k)vT (i)] = V(k)6(k-i) (28)
E[w(k)wT(i)] = W(k)6(k-i) (29)
and
E[v(k)w (i)] = 0 (30)
E[x(o)x T(0)] = E(o) = 0 (given)
where 6(*) is the Kronecker delta function.
V(k) > 0, W(k) > 0
The performance function to be minimized is
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J = E xTk)Qk)xk + T )u + E (N)x() (31)
subject to (26), (27), and the restriction that
u(k) = G(k)y(k)
= G(k)C(k)x(k) + G(k)w(k)
Q(k) > 0, R(k) > O, S > 0 (32)
The Kronecker delta function is mathematically well defined; thus the performance
function of equation (31) can be simplified as given below:
J = Tr [{Q(k) + cT(k)GoT(k)R(k)G(k)C(k) E(k)




It is easy to show that the covariance matrix E(k) = E[x(k)x T(k)] evolves
according to
E(k+l) = (A + BGC)E(k)(A + BGC) T + BGWGTB T + V (34)
In writing (34), the symbol *(k) has been dropped for convenience in most of the
right-hand side variables. Thus, the problem reduces to the minimization of J
in (33) subject to the constraint (34), with E(O), W(k) and V(k) known apriori.
The "discrete matrix minimum principle" given in reference (8) can be readily
used. Define the Hamiltonian
H(Z(k),G(k),K(k+l))
= Tr Q(k) + cT(k)G T(k)R(k)G(k)C(k) (k) + Tr GT(k)R(k)G(k)W(k)
2 1
+ Tr ((A(k) + B(k)G(k)C(k)) (k) A(k) + B(k)G(k)C(k))T
+ B(k)G(k)W(k)GT (k)B (k) + V(k)-(k) KT(k+l) (35)
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In the treatment below, all the variables at time k are denoted without .(k),
whereas the variables at time (k+l) are denoted with *(k+l).
In (35), K(k+l) is the n x n matrix of "costate variables". Applying the
discrete matrix minimum principle and the gradient matrix formulae of reference
(8), the necessary conditions are
G = -R + BTP(k+l)B)l -1BTP(k+1)AECT(CEC + W)-1 (36)
P(k) = Q + CTGTRGC + (A + BGC)TP(k+l)(A + BGC) (37)
E(k+l) = (A + BGC)E(k)(A + BGC) T + BGWGTBT + V (38)
P(N) = S (39)
Z(o) = E0  (40)
where, as in the continuous time case, P(k) = 2K(k) = P T(k). Note that in the
discrete-time case, it has been possible to obtain G explicitly in (36). (It
is assumed that (k) is positive definite, C has rank Z, so that CE(k)CT , is
positive definite. A sufficient condition for E(k) to be positive definite for
k > 0 is that E(O) is positive definite, although this is not necessary.)
Equations (36) to (40) define a nonlinear matrix two point boundary-value
problem. It can be verified that these conditions are equivalent to those ob-
tained in reference (7) using dynamic programing.
Infinite Duration Case
As in the continuous time case, if A, B, C, V, W, and G are constant and
(A + BGC) is stable, it can be shown that the state covariance matrix Ek + 2 >
0 as k - - and satisfies (38) with Ek+1 = Ek. Furthermore, it is assumed that
1 is positive definite for the V, W, and G and the dynamics under consideration.
This would indeed be true if (V + BGWGT B T ) is positive definite. As in the
continuous case, the modified performance function is
N-i
= lim 1 E[xT (k)Qx(k) + uT(k)Ru(k)] (41)
N- N k=0
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or J = Tr (Q + CGTRGC)! + Tr(GTRGW) (42)2 2
For this static optimization problem having the constraint (38) with
Ek+1 = k = Z, define the Lagrangian as
H(!,G,R) = Tr (Q + TGTRGc) + Tr[G RGW]
+ Bc(A + BGTT+ Tr A ) + BGC + BGWGTB T + V - (43)
where K is the n x n matrix of Lagrange multipliers. The necessary conditions
. H 31 3H
are obtained by equating 3H , and - to zero:
G = -(R + BTPB)-BTPACT(CCT +W) -  (44)
P = Q + CTGTRGC + (A + BGC)TP(A + BGC) (45)
= (A + BGC)2(A + BGC)T + V + BGWGTBT (46)
where, as in the continuous case, P = 2K = PT. This is a set of nonlinear
matrix algebraic equations. Since R > 0, C > 0 and rank (C) = k, the inverses
in (44) exist.
A Numerical Algorithm
Considering first the finite terminal time case, let GO(k) and Gl(k) be
two feedback gains, such that
Ei(k+l) = (A + BGiC)i(k)(A + BG iC) T = BG iWG iTB + V, i = 0, 1 (47)
and
P (k) = Q + CTGOT RGC + (A + BGOC) TO(k+l)(A + BGOC) (48)
After a lengthy manipulation as outlined in Appendix B, it can be proved
that
J(G O) - J(G )  1 Tr W) (G + g)T(R + BT(k+l)B)(GO
k=0
(G + g)T(R + BTPO(k+l)(Gl + g] (49)
where
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g = (R + BTpO(k+l)B)-lB TPO(k+l)AElCT (CC T + W)- 1 (50)
In writing equations (47) through (50),.(k) has been dropped in most places for
convenience, except when required for clarity. Letting.
G1 = -g (51)
in (49), we have
J(GO ) - J(G1 ) > 0 (52)
Thus, a minimizing algorithm is
(a) choose initial G (k)
(b) obtain pO(k), k = 0...,N from the linear equation (48)
(c) obtain El(k) by solving the nonlinear difference equation obtained
by substitution of (51) in (47)
(d) obtain Gl(k) using pO(k+l) and El(k) determined in the above steps
(e) go to (b), with the superscript raised by unity
Thus a successive reduction in J is obtained. For the infinite terminal
time case, after a similar manipulation (given in the Appendix B), it can be
shown that
J(G) - J(G1) = Tr (CCT + )(G + )T(R + BTF B)(G + g)
- (G1 + g)T(R + B OB)(G + (53)
where 1 and PO satisfy the static versions of (47) and (48), and
g = (R + BTpOB)-lBTPOATlCT(CTICT + W)-1 (54)
Thus J(G1 ) < J(GO) with GI = -g, and the resulting sequence of Gi's
improves the value of J successively if each (A + BGC) is stable, and each
> 0.




The practically important problem of obtaining an optimal output feedback
control law for linear systems subjected to both forcing and measurement noise
was considered. Necessary conditions for optimality were obtained for continu-
ous-time and discrete-time systems, using the matrix minimum principle. Both
finite and infinite terminal time cases were considered for each problem. Al-
gorithms were derived for obtaining sequences of feedback gains which guarantee
a monotonic improvement of the performance function. The method developed
provides a powerful and practically feasible design technique in which the a-
priori knowledge of the noise statistics is used to advantage.
Although the necessary conditions for a minimum were obtained, the question
of existence is still unanswered, and needs further attention. Also, the con-
vergence properties of the sequences of feedback gains generated deserve more
attention.
For the infinite terminal time case, it was assumed that 1 > 0. The case
S= 0 will be a simple extension of the work of McLane (reference (6)); however,
the case 2 > 0 needs further investigation. Also, the technique developed in
this paper can be easily modified for the design of optimal dynamic compensators,
by following a procedure similar to that by Levine et. al. (reference (4)).
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APPENDIX A
ALGORITHM FOR SUCCESSIVE REDUCTION OF THE
PERFORMANCE FUNCTION: CONTINUOUS TIME CASE
Since
d Tr(EO O  = Tr (o 1) + Tr O_ (A-l)
After simplification using equation (21) and (22) and integrating both sides
between 0 and tf,
J(GO) - J(G 1 ) = Tr t f  [B(G O- GI)CElp0] dt
0
+ Tr f [(CT GOTRG CC CGITRGI C)] dt
o
i Tr I T(TOOT
+ Trf B(GWGOT - G 1GT)BTP0 dt (A-2)f(A-2)
o
Using the trace identities in reference (8), it can be proved that
equations (A-2) and (23) are equivalent.
Infinite Terminal Time Case
In this case, the equations (13) and (14) take on their steady-state forms
with C replacing Z. Now,
Tr[OP O ] + Tr[( 10- )0] = 0 (A-3)
But
(A + BGOC)I 0 + I0(A + BGOC) T + BGOWGOTBT
- [(A + BGIC) I + !1(A + BGIC)T + BG WGlTBT] = 0 (A-4)
and
-(A + BGOC)Tp - 0(A + BGOC) - (Q + CTGOTRGOC) = 0 (A-5)
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Replacing the first and second null matrices in (A-3) by left-hand sides
of (A-h) and (A-5), respectively, after simplification,
J(G) - J(G1) = Tr[B(GO- G )C~1pO ] + 1Tr[ 1(C G RGOC - CTG TRGC)]
+ Tr {[B(GOWGOT - GWG T)BT]p 0 (A-6)
Similar to the finite terminal time case (A-6) can be shown to be equivalent to
(23), with integral signs removed, and E1 replaced by 1.
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APPENDIX B
ALGORITHM FOR SUCCESSIVE REDUCTION OF THE PERFORMANCE
FUNCTION: DISCRETE-TIME CASE
The expression
Tr[(EO(k+l) - El(k+l))PO(k+l)] - Tr[(EO(k) - l(k))P O(k)]
can be shown to be equal to the following expression, after substitution for
[EO(k+l) - El(k+l)] from (47) and for P0 (k) from (h8), respectively, in its
first and second terms, and after some manipulation:
Tr[B(GOWGO T - G WG T)BTp (k+l)] - 2 Tr[A C T(G - G )TB TP (k+)]
- Tr[ 1C (GITBT P(k+l)BG - GOTB TpO(k+l)BG )C
- Tr[(O - 1)(CT GOTRGG C + Q)]
After summing the two expressions above from k = 0 to N - 1, and after
some manipulation, the following equation is obtained
J(GO) J(G1) N Tr(BG WG OTBT - BG WGTBT )P (k+)2k=O
N-I GiT BTPO





+ N 1 Tr[ ZIC (G OT R G  G 1TG )CI
k=O
N-i
SN E Tr[(GOTRG0 - G1TRG1)W]k=0
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Using the trace identities in reference (8), it can be shown that (B-l)
and (49) are equivalent.
Infinite Terminal Time Case
In this case equations (37) and (38) become equations (45) and (46),
respectively. Now,
Tr[( -E)p 0 ] - Tr[( -~)pO] = 0
Substitution for ( - f1) in the first term using equation (46), and for P in
the second term, using equation (45), and proceeding exactly as for the infinite
terminal time case, equation (53) can be obtained.
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